Grant Borgward talks about What Form of Trace Element is Best?

We have spoken about the fact that trace elements are more suited to foliar spray.

So, okay, let's say I am going to spray some trace element on. It then comes down to what form of trace elements am I going to apply to the crop. My options are an oxide, a sulphate, a chelate or a phosphate form. Now it's all a bit confusing, until we start working out just how efficient each of the four different forms are.

We start with the oxide – which is generally the least efficient – although they do give the highest analysis in the drum. When they are applied to the leaf they are very slow to go into the plant. Entry is restricted because they can only gain entry through the stomata and can be washed off before the plant gets to utilise the zinc that's in the zinc oxide.

The next one is the sulphate. They are the most readily available form and come in a bag as a powder which is easily mixed up by the farmer and sprayed on. They have better uptake than an oxide, but still have limited uptake capacity and generally only supply one nutrient at a time.

The third category I speak of is chelates. They are a very good form of trace elements, but generally too expensive for broadacre crops and cost prohibitive in horticulture. But, they do ensure safe delivery and normally fairly fast delivery into the plant.

The last on the list is trace elements in phosphate form. That is basically RLF engineered technology, where the trace elements are supplied to the plant in phosphorous form. The low pH technology ensures rapid uptake once it is sprayed onto the leaf. But once inside the leaf it gains rapid entry into any leaf cell that it hits. The plant then will utilise that nutrient and take it to where ever it needs it inside the plant, basically within 30 minutes.
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